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ABSTRACT
If the graviton has a very small non-zero mass, then the existence of 
six additional massive gravitons with very big masses leads to a finite quan­
tum gravity. There is an acausal behaviour on the scales that are determined 
by the masses of additional gravitons.
А Н Н О Т А Ц И Я
Если гравитон имеет очень малуп ненулевуп массу, то при существовании 
шести дальнейших массивных гравитонов с очень большими массами квантовая гра­
витация конечна. В этом случае имеется некоторое нарушение причинности на 
масштабе, определяемом этими дальнейшими гравитонами.
KIVONAT
На a graviton tömege kicsi nem-zéró, akkor hat további nagyon nagy tö­
megű graviton léte véges kvantumgravitációhoz vezet. Ez esetben bizonyos 
akauzalitásunk van azon a skálán, melyet ezek a további gravitonok határoz­
nak meg.
The Lorentz-covariant quantum gravity [1] is a non-renormalizable theory 
of massless spin 2 particle (graviton). In order to obtain a finite quantum 
gravity one usually supposes the existence of other particles together with 
the ordinary graviton, and the system of these particles should give a finite 
S-matrix. For example, the supergravity [2] supposes the existence of gravi- 
tinos that have helicities 3/2 or 5/2.
We propose here a new route that leads to a finite quantum gravity. We 
suppose here the existence of six massive gravitons together with the ordinary 
graviton. It is remarkable that a small non-zero mass is necessary for the 
ordinary gravition too.
We follow the procedure of Lorentz-covariant quantum gravity, in which 
the notion of the Minkowskian background has an essential importance. The 
metric tensor of this flat background bas the form jSdiag (1,-1 ,-l ,-l) .
We use the system "h = c = 1.
2. E I N S T E I N ’S G R A V I T Y  WITH M A S S I V E  G R A V I T O N
In order to write down the Einstein equations in the form
1 . I NT RO DU CT I ON
,. =  0;  □  =  Э 1 Э3 i' (1 )
we use the coordinate conditions
(2)
where the quantities U1-1, which indices are moved by n1-* and j < are given 
by relations
g lj = n lj + f u1]. f = /3270 (3)
2g^3 is the contravariant metric tensor, G is the gravitational constant, t3-3
and g^j are given by infinite series (for details see [1]). We have the field
equations of a self-interacting massless spin 2 field.
Now breaking the gauge freedom we introduce a non-zero mass X > О by the2obvious substitution □ -*-□ + X in the left-hand-side of (1) . (1/A must be
bigger than the sizes investigated by the present-day cosmology.) For \ / О 
equations (1) and (2) are equivalent with
(□ + X2)uij _ uk (i 'j), + U' ID + Пij ykm 'km n lj (□ + 4j-) Ü = t13 (4)
In order to explain the properties of massive graviton we consider the 
free field, i.e. we take t13 = 0. Then U13 fulfils the Klein-Gordon equation 
and in momentum space we have
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It is convenient to write
± ±





у(е1 (кГ)п3 + |k|m3) + (кфП1 + |it|mi)e3) +
d(k) l,,i 
/2
(f1 (k0n3 + I Je I n3) + ( k ^ 1 + llclm1)!3) +
|(£) (-nij + ^  - ■l-(eie3 + f ^ 3)) + ^ ( n ij + K iк к
/12
-) , (6)
where the wave vector к and the four-vectors e, f, n, m have the following 
properties:
e V + f V  + n V i j- m = -nij; 1e e .l = f^f. = n^n. = i 1 -m^m. = -1;
Í £
6 fi
i i = e n^ = e пк = = f V  = n^m^ = 0; kiki = (k°)2 - IÍI2 д2 1 к 1 = X ;




m1 = [1, 0, 0, 0]. (7)
After the quantisation one obtains
í a ()c) , a (q) ] = [b(£),É(q)] = [c (Jc) ,c (q) ] = [d (£) ,S (q) ] = [g(lc),g(q)] 
= [h(k),Ä(q)] = 6 (к - q) , (8)
3and hence
[ü^(í),éPS (5)] = b ( t -  q)((nÍP - ^ ) ( n jS - ^
, , is k1ks4 , ip k-®kp, 2, ii k^k^ , ps+ ( n ---- 5 ) ( h ----Ö— ) - ö-(n J -----~~) vir -
PvskHc -) +
+ |(nij + ^ 4 ^ ) ( n ps + ^ ^ ) ) .
6 X2 X2
In the standard way (see e.g. [3]) one obtains the four-momentum 
dick1 (a (1c) ä (Jc) + É(ic)b(ic) + c(íc)c(ic) + á(íc)d(ic) + 




and the spin angular momentum (a,ß = 1, 2 , 3)
,<*0 . Saß(ic)d£ = 2i die (iPa (£)U?(k) - ftjß(ie)üj (ie) ) . (ID
Taking specially e1 = [0,0,1,0], f1 = [0,1,0,0], n1 = [0,0,0,1] one has
S12(ie) = i(2(a(ie)b(ie) -ft(ie)a(ie)) +c(k)d(ie) - Й (Je) с (Je)) . (12)
Thus it is obvious that the spin of six polarizations are ±2, ±1, О, O. If
•f-one did not consider the terms determined by h(k), h(k), one would have 
±ii -y ± -yU J (k)kj = О and U(k) = O, and thus one would have a standard massive spin 
2 field. Therefore, as a matter of fact one has a system of spin 2 and spin 
О massive fields.
Einstein's gravity with massive graviton is a system of self-interact­
ing massive spin 2 and spin О fields that have the same masses. Note here 
that in [4] Einstein's gravity with massive graviton is similarly introduced 
too. Nevertheless, there is no unambiguous introduction of the mass term there.
3. A D D I T I O N A L  G R A V I T O N S
Given the Lagrangian of the massive Einstein's gravity
2 _ik/r,m .о 
£*• kj miL = - -5 - Г3^ Г т ^) Л .(0ij _ InijfJu) (U. . --=n..U)lk jm 2 2 1 13 2 l]
= — ,kn - u1-^ 'kn + u1  ^ n -2 U Uij'k 0 Uik'j U 'jU 'i
- J U'1U,± - ^-(Ulj - \ n±jU)(Uij - \ П±jU) + Llnt(Ulj;Ulj'k)
= L° (U1-* ; X) + Lint (U1  ^; U1-^ 'k) , (13)
4where Llnt is an infinite series containing the potentials U3*3 and their first 
derivatives. (For the simplicity we consider the self-interacting gravitation 
only. This is a non-essential restriction here.) In accordance with (9) one 
has
[gij(x),gpS(y) = f T1: (x),Ups(y)J = / / IS ,((n +
r. 1 r. s
M - )  (n3P
Ъ РDJ a -) +
+ (nlp + э1эр) < n 3S + Э 3 8S, 1 ij ps ii 8P 3S2 П n " П — 2“ ps ?1Э3 D ( (x - у) ;A) ;
D (x ; x) = e (x°) 6 (x^Xj ) - --- —--- e(x°)G(x'i'x.)J1 ( A /xx. ) .z ti x j—,  i i  x
4tt/x x .X
D(x;A) is the well-know Pauli-Jordan function.
Now we suppose that there are six other massive gravitational fields 
beside the ordinary Einstein's gravitation. These fields are called as addi­
tional gravitations and the relevant particles as additional gravitons. They 
have masses Мд ; A = 1, 2, ..., 6; and < ... < holds. We suppose
that is much bigger than the usual masses of the present-day experimental 
particle physics. We assume that the contravariant metric tensor is given by
g13 = n13 + f U13 + f E /сл V„3 .
A=L Л Л
(15)
where сд are positive non-zero constants. V*J is the potential of the A-th 
additional gravitation. The complete Lagrangian of seven gravitations is
6
obtainable from (13) by substitution U1-1 U13 + E /cl V^3 , and thereforeJ A AA=1
L = L°(Ulj;A) + E сд L°(V^j;MA) + Г.,1Пр ( (U1 j + E /57 V^);
A=1 A=1 A A




L° (V3,3 ; M ) = i VÍ3,k Vv A ' A' 2 A Aij'k
2 
M
7ij *k + v!j„  V'1Aik ' j j A 1 V'1 Vn,.2 A A ' x
- * (VP3_ I ,73.. . 1A 2 " " V  (VAi;j - 2 " i j V  • (17)
5We suppose that the following commutation relations hold: 
[gij(x),gp S (y)] = 4 u n ipnjS + nlsn3P _ 1
(D((x-y);X) + Z (-1)A c, D ((x-y);M ) ) + (nlp3j3S + njS313P + 
A=1 A A
+ nis3j3p + njp3i3s - nij3p3s - nps3i3j) +
6 -1 A x





D ((x-y) ;M ))) = f2Di^p S (x-y) ; (18)
[v^j (x) ,vp s (y)] = (nip + ^ip) (njs + +
M, MLA A
+ (П +is , э Ъ 3, ,_jP + _ 1 nijnps _ nij a£af _ nps э ^ ;, -) (nJt' + ^-p) 
MA MA m ;
•D((X-y) ;МД ) . (19)
The constants сд are determined by algebraic equations
,2(n-3) , v , ..A ,.2 (n-3) _ т о  cX + I (-1) с. M = 0; n = 1, 2, ..., 6,
A=1
(20)
(Solving this system it is easy to show the positivity of constants сд .)
Hence it follows that Ö(x); ß (x) , ^ ; ß (x) , ^  ^ are singularity free functions, 
and therefore the S-matrix contains no infrared and ultraviolet divergencies.
4. REMARKS
The potentials V^-1 for odd (A = 1, 3, 5) A give commutation relations 
with opposite sign. Because -D(x) = D(-x) holds, one may interpret the odd 
additional gravitations as gravitations for which the coordinates of flat 
background have opposite meaning. Therefore the future (past; right; left) 
of odd additional gravitations is identical to the past (future; left; right) 
of even (A = 2, 4, 6) additional gravitations and of ordinary gravitations. 
This interpretation leads to an acausal behaviour on scales < 1/Мд . Note 
that it was conjectured a very similar acausal behaviour of quantum gravity 
on the microscopic scales [5]. However, the considerations leading to this 
conjecture were essentially different.
The conjecture of existence of additional gravitations is not quite new, 
too. In Ref. [6] the possibility of an additional gravitation is discussed. 
Nevertheless, there the mass of additional graviton is supposed to be big, 
and the considerations are essentially different.
6In our model as a matter of fact the masses of the Pauli-Villars regu­
larization scheme were interpreted as masses of some real particles. It is 
remarkable that this interpretation needs the condition X 0. Suppose that 
X = 0. Then one has [1]
[Uij(x) ,UpS(y) ] = ^(nipn^S + niSnjP - j n ^ H PS)D( (x-y) ; X = 0) . (21)
Introducing the Pauli-Villars additional fields with masses M ; D=1,2,..,N; 
and with potentials W^-1 one obtains for the real coefficients cD
N N _
1 + l c = 0; S c  M^n = 0 ;  n = 1, 2, 3. (22)
D=1 D=1 U U
If the massive additional fields are fields with physical meaning, then the 
potentials Wp-1 must give (19). Therefore, a singularity free B(x) needs, 





CD MD 0; n = -2, -1, 0, (23)
too, which cannot be fulfilled.
5. C O N C L U S I O N
If our model has a physical meaning,then the gravitation essentially 
differs from the Einstein's one on the scales > 1/X and < 1/M^ . The non-zero 
X may drastically change our image of the whole universe. On the other hand, 
the acausal behaviour on small scales may have an essential impact on the 
conditions near the Big Bang.
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